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Staying hungry 

The last major Czech hunger strike took place 16 years ago, lasted 100 days and end-
ed in failure. No one, of course, can go 100 days without food, but doctors were trot-
ted out who swore Miloslav Mareček was not eating on the sly. The two modern-day 
hunger strikers, Jan Tamáš and Jan Bednář, avoided such a comedy by ending their 

three-week, liquids-only, anti-radar strike before jokes about extra-pulpy orange 
juice and liquefied mush started circulating. For men on the verge of starvation, 

they remained amazingly lucid and correctly identified the precise moment when 
enough was enough. ČSSD Chair Jiří Paroubek came to the rescue, first asking them 

paternally to call off the strike and then embracing a series of 24-hour celebrity 
fasts. Perhaps this was all planned in advance, but Paroubek's insatiable appetite for 

media attention has made this latest hunger strike an undeniable PR success.
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Glossary
Miloslav Mareček - went on a hunger strike in Feb. 1992 to protest the government's unwillingness to prosecute those who persecuted him under the old regime for distributing anti-Communist material; he did not achieve his aim; to trot out - to bring out and show for inspection or admiration; to produce the same information or explanation that has been produced many times before; on the sly - in a secretive fashion; extra-pulpy - containing an unusually high level of fruit; mush - a thick porridge or pudding; lucid - showing ability to think clearly; fast - a period of eating nothing; insatiable - (of an appetite or desire) impossible to satisfy; undeniable - unable to be denied or disputed (regardless of whether one agrees with the premise).


